
PRIMARY POINT

In other environmental issues where business and govern
ment leaders argue "it's either jobs or the environment, folks,"
close examination of the situation reveals the fallacy of these
simplistic arguments.

But if we use economic arguments to counter those of, say,
the timber industry, aren't we still valuing the natural world

solely because of its benefit to humans? To a degree, the
projection of values onto the natural world is inevitable. We

protect coastal fisheries from overfishing and toxic contami
nation because humans depend upon their extractive value,
not necessarily because we recognize the inherent right of fish
to flourish in their environment.

Using the natural world for human benefit is to a large
extent inevitable. But if untempered by an appreciation of the
intrinsic value of all beings, this kind of attitude will lead us
into a rather grim future. For if the value of the natural world
is contingent solely upon our uses of it, we will protect it only
as long as it provides valuable resources. If in the future we

learn how to manufacture plastic trees which meet our needs
more economically than real trees, our utilitarian view of the
natural world will encourage the replacement of living forests
with plastic ones.

In coming to perceive the human community as part of a
planetary community, we assume an obligation to link human
interests with the interests ofall sentient beings. If our nuclear
family can expand to our planetary family, we can acknowl

edge the importance of strictly harboring and equitably dis-

Continued on next page

thanksgiving '89

we reached bear mountain summit

midday on a cloudy thanksgiving.
early snow made the ascent a trial,

the highest point in connecticut

barely two thousand feet.

hills rolled out in all directions,
north and west to new york and massachusetts,
east to connecticut's naugatuck valley.
we rested briefly,
the wind sharp against wet wool shirts.

a final sweep of the horizon

confirmed a circle of ragged orange,
the illuminated pollution of working cities

captured and pressing each hill.

Paul Bloom
November 26127, 1989

S"lUl1111er Residencies at
ZEN 1\IOUNTAIN
l\10NASTERY

• Monthly week-long silent
meditation intensives (sesshin).

• Vigorous and comprehensive daily training
schedule, including zazen, chanting,
work, art and body practice, and
personal study with resident Zen
teacher Daido Loori, Sensei.

• Special summer retreats on the
arts and martial arts: Kyudo
(Zen archery) with Sensei
Kanjuro Shibata, Creativity
withMayumi Oda, Clay &
Deep Ecology with Paulus
Berensohn, Dance with
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Write or call: ZEN MOUNTAIN MONASTERY

Box 197PP, Mt. Tremper, NY 12457 (914) 688-2228
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KANZEON
ZEN CENTER
MT DESERT ISLAND / ACADIA NATIONAL PARK

INTENSIVE ZAZEN TRAINING
D.GENPO MERZEL, ABBOT

SESSHIN
one week per month
month long!January
9-10 hrs dally Zazen
dally Dalson
frequent Interview
dally Dharma talks
work practice
exercise

ANGO
fall:6-7 hrs dally Zazen

winter: 9-10 hrs
dally Dalson or

or Interview
dally Dharma talks
work practice
exercise

FOR INFORMATION: 207288-3569
33 LEDGELAWN AVE BAR HARBOR MAINE 04609
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